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GLAD Metadata Registration
About this document
This document describes the current state of the GLAD platform and the ways identified so far
how data from potential data providers can be registered in the GLAD platform.

Basic architecture of GLAD
The basic architecture and interactions are shown in the figure below. The heart of GLAD is a
metadata index. This is where metadata from providers' datasets are registered. No data other
than metadata is stored in GLAD's systems. GLAD can be seen as a directory or search engine for
LCA data, it is not an LCA database.
The metadata index is connected to a web portal, which serves as a user interface and allows
users to search the metadata index using key words and different criteria.
When a user requests to download a dataset, this request will be taken directly to the data
provider's node and the download will happen from there in its native data format.
For conversion of datasets into formats other than their native one, a transparent conversion
service is available, which requests the original dataset from its origin node, converts it into the
desired format and automatically delivers the result back to the user.

Node end points
Node end points can be either online nodes (i.e. individual datasets are available via the internet)
or offline nodes. The former can further be differentiated into systems which are able to interact
with the GLAD API and those who are not.
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Examples for online databases are soda4LCA (free and open source) or LCA Collaboration Server
(commercial). These solutions provide functionality to host datasets online and register them with
GLAD out-of-the-box.

Metadata registration
Online data storage applications like the two mentioned above provide integrated functionality to
register datasets with the GLAD index with only a few clicks.
Data providers who do not offer their individual datasets online have the option to fill a
spreadsheet called the GLAD Metadata Template with all the relevant metadata from their
datasets, which can then be registered via a script with the GLAD index.
For addressing data providers who are not capable of supplying their metadata in this form, but
only provide their data in a proprietary format such as SimaPro CSV, a custom semi-automatic
process needs to be applied to process this data and allow registration in GLAD.
A future goal in the mid term is that the functionality for registering data using the GLAD
Metadata Template is integrated into the GLAD web portal. This way, someone could download
an empty template, fill in their data, upload it back to the GLAD web portal and all the metadata
from the template would be registered in the GLAD index.

Obtaining data from a node
For online nodes, users can directly view and download datasets (possibly requiring registration
and/or payment).
If a user wants to obtain the actual LCA data from a provider who does not offer their data online
but has registered it via the GLAD Metadata Template, the user will have to interact with the data
provider manually in order to obtain the data.

